Telopea Park School / Lycée Franco-Australien de Canberra
Parents & Citizens Association
Agenda
Wednesday 6 May 2015, 7:00 pm
Secondary Staff Room, NSW Crescent, Barton

1.

Apologies/Attendance

5 min

2.

Approval of P&C Meeting Minutes of 25 March, 2015 – attachment

5 min

3.

Report from fundraising committee

5 min

•
4.

Fête de la Musique 2015 (Julien D)

Business Arising:
•

Status update on ACT land deal for the tennis courts (Paul H)

35 min

•

Repsonse from police for traffic patrol in mornings (Tom K)

5 min

5.

Report from P&C President (Paul H)

5 min

6.

Report from Principal – attachment

5 min

7.

Report from Proviseur – verbal

5 min

8.

Report from Treasurer – attachment

5 min

9.

Report from Before and After School Care Sub-Committee – verbal

5 min

10. Report from P&C Delegate

5 min

Update on advice from P&C Council re. corporate sponsorship

•

11. Report from P&C Communications Officer

10 min

12. Reactivation of the P&C Traffic Subcommittee – Attachment

10 min

•

Enquiries on how to get a traffic engineer report (Perry H)

13. A.O.B.

Estimated closing time

Agenda

5 min

8:50 pm

Wednesday 6 May 2015

Telopea Park School P&C

P&C Association Ordinary Meeting

P&C-Ordinary Meeting-25-MAR-2015

Date:
Wed, 25 March 2015
Time:
7:00pm-8:30pm
Location: Secondary Staff Room, NSW
Crescent, Barton

Minutes of Wed, 25 Mar 2015 Ordinary Meeting
Subject Matter:

Raana
Julien Dugas

Discussion / Actions

Heidi Blain
Tanya Watson
Anita Gardner
Jake Glazgow
Emily Roper
Pauline Koitka
Pauline Cullen
Bernadette Kelly
Ginny Toller
Nicola Smith
Catriona Dove
Andrea Grazziadelli
Ben Craig
Maree Graham

Scheduled ordinary meeting

Attendees:
Paul Haesler
Emma Burns
Andrew Medlin
Emmanuel Texier
Tom Kobal
Jacinda Still
Justin Brown
Debbie Tucek
Emmanuel Lavieuville
Vaishali Goel
Manon Gosselin
Charmaine Sisomphov
Kirsty Bunfield
Perry Head

Purpose:

Apologies:

Playground subcommittee

Agenda Item

Drew Baker
Kerrie Blain
Lisa Wallace

2.

Committee has been meeting with Mary and Robin at TPS about upgrading primary playground at current site. There was a broad
description of plans under discussion: replacement of trees and seats to the right of the gate with a new upgraded drop off pickup
zone for primary students; followed later by a new equipment upgrade for 4-6 grade. Funds may be raised by selling pavers with
donors family name(s) on them.
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Emma Burns asked whether any of the design of the playground overlap with ‘new sports facilities’ from the $800K currently on the
table from Montgomery Oval land loss? The committee responded that ‘no, it will be separate’. Emma noted that funding slated for
sports facilities will only be able to be applied to playground upgrades if the playgrounds incorporate suitable sporting elements.
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3.
Business arising
from last meeting.

3.1

•

Parent voluntary contributions

Status update on ACT land deal for the tennis courts (Paul H)

Update from Tom Kobal on general voluntary contributions participation:
• Exact figures were not provided, but the contributions rate is down on last year.
• Anecdotally, the contribution rate is estimated at ~30-35% for the general contribution.
Update from Emmanuel Texier on French stream voluntary contributions:
• See attachment #1 below.
• The following is paraphrased by the Secretary:
o Emmanuel gave a historical update on the French curriculum program (AEFE, Agency for french education abroad).
Nearly 500 schools have signed agreements with the AEFE. TPS does NOT currently have such an agreement - we
may be the last school to not sign. We are currently operating outside the AEFE, yet we still receive funding from
them. We are instead relying on the bi-national agreement, but this situation is not sustainable. Consequently school
funding for the French stream is uncertain, so we have to work on securing a reliable funding stream. Emmanuel
spoke of the need to be united and not take the school for granted, but this requires parents’ financial contribution.
School has to show to the AEFE how it can continue to progress and support the French school at TPS.
• There was a request for Emmanuel T to expand a little on his funding report. Emmanuel T added the following points of
view:
o The Aust & French govt will not increase their funding to us.
o If we want to progress the school, we need to join the AEFE, we need a funding plan. It’s about progressing the
program, otherwise we are at risk of having to reduce the number of teachers in the program.
o We also need to buy resources to further support the program. We are on a very tight budget.
• A parent suggested the school look at more effective ways of getting through to parents about the importance of parent
funding for the French school. Parents commented that the schools communication channels are not getting the message
through as to the importance of the voluntary contributions to the operation of the French school.
• Andrew proposed a communication campaign to address this. Tom K noted the proposal, adding that the school has
certain procedural constraints from the ETD around how it communicates to parents.
Tom K commented that the ACT schools invoicing system does not necessarily serve TPS’s unique needs and also
potentially added to the confusion.
3.2
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In a broad discussion on the issue, Paul communicated the following:
• Paul has not received a reply from the Treasury and Economic Development Directorate. Still in the dark, the only
information we have on what is actually planned is from the Canberra Times and Hansard extracts. To date there is not
enough concrete info for the P&C to structure a formal position. Paul urged people (parents) to write personal letters if they
felt strongly about it.
After discussion it was not clear whether the land has been subdivided and/or transferred to govt.
Paul was interviewed on ABC666 radio about the issue. There seems to be quite a lot of community upset about this issue.
•
•
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4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Report from P&C
President –
verbal update
Report from
Acting Principal –
Attachment
Report from
Proviseur –
verbal
Report from
Treasurer –
Attachment

Report from
Before and After
School Care SubCommittee –
verbal

3.3

Response from parents re. calls for interest in subcommittees

Jacinda reported on Fundraising Committee:
• Just had 1st fundraising committee meeting of the year. French breakfast on Friday morning is 1st fundraiser.
• The Fundraising Committee has started talking about preparations for the raffle and the Fete. There will be a team of 5-8
for the Fete.
• There has been some discussion about whether we will run a disco this yr as a fundraiser. Would need new volunteer
parents to manage this if we want it to happen. School is supportive. Asking for volunteers.
Athletes Foot relationship is something we want to re-establish - we get a share of TPS related sales. Emma is looking into
this.
•

Paul queried whether there are any other subcommittees active at the moment? Jacinda explained there is still interest in keeping
the Bon Appetite subcommittee going. They’re looking for a coordinator. No other subcommittees have reported in.

Paul has been focussed mainly on the land deal above all else, not much else happened. Has been lots of correspondence from
parents. Please refer to Paul’s report in Item 3 above.
See attachment #2.
See information reported under Item 3 above.
As provided in attachment #3.
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Verbal contributions from Justin:
• P&C Assoc has $138K in bank. Allocated $21k to projects for this year.
• Audit is being organised again for this year (not yet scheduled).
• Main deposit since last year was 5% commission on uniform sales from last year + $580 in 2nd hand sales.
• Mary attended meeting with Pickles yesterday re. uniforms. We want to keep the relationship going as it is a good source of
funding. Justin is liaising with Mary.
Andrea: It is business as usual with the BASC subcommittee. A holiday program is being put on for Mon 27 April. Looking into
candidates for new staff.
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9.
Report from P&C
Delegate – verbal

10. Report from P&C
Communications
Officer – verbal
11. Grants update

Perry Head reported as follows:
• Has been to 2 meetings of the P&C council. Last night Ron Braid gave interesting account on how ACT govt spends
money on capital upgrades to school. (science labs, car parks, etc..). Heard that there is no formal process for prioritising
spending across the ACT, that they just ask the Principals what is the highest priority per individual school.
• There was debate at P&C council meeting about the value of security fences. It does reduce vandalism. Electronic
monitoring does help catch offenders.
• A very big item at these council meetings are canteens. Some schools P&C complaining they were banned from selling icy
poles after big events.
The P&C council can provide funding for a traffic engineer to do a report on local school traffic situation.
The P&C council are funding hearing loops in school halls, etc, and can also contribute to upgrading whole school P/A
system.
•
•

Emma Burns asked Perry H at the next P&C council meeting to please ask if there is an objection to the school having a primary
corporate sponsor, as this is something the school has looked at and thought about contractually.

ACTION ITEM: Perry H to ask about corporate sponsor at next opportunity at P&C council meeting and follow up
regarding funding for a traffic engineer.
Please get in touch with Debbie to communicate messages to the community via Telopea Topics (TT).
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Bernadette Kelly (Grants Officer) talked about what grant rounds are available from the government. Bernadette is still working on
understanding what is available to the school. Others offered to put Bernadette in contact with past grants officers for support.
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12. Discuss concerns See attachment #4.
about traffic &
driver behaviour – Paul H gave a brief background about the issue and called for volunteers to support the traffic subcommittee , which is very
Attachment
inactive at the moment.
Tom acknowledged Hugh’s call for teachers to be more active in this area.
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A broad discussion ensued with some noteworthy points:
• There are a lot of recalcitrant parents that exacerbate the already difficult traffic issues.
• Andrea & Emma commented that last time it was effective to get the police in to pull people up when they break the laws.
• Discussion focused around parent behaviour which seems to be a big part of the problem. It was suggested having some
driver education.
It was suggested to notify parents that police will be sometimes attending the area.
The “Fix my street” web site could be publicized as a way to give concerned parents an avenue of complaint and record.
Traffic assessments, according to the govt hansard, will be done for the Mocca land repurposing.
Parents policing parents was not successful in the past, and those parents trying to help felt they were subject to abuse.
ACTION bus company have an interest in penalising parents parked in bus zones.
•
•
•
•
•

ACTION ITEM: Perry H will chase up a traffic engineer re. how to a report done, cost, etc.
ACTION ITEM: Tom K will try to get someone from the police dept to attend regularly.
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13. AOB

Additional discussion ensued about the Montgomery Oval land use/MOCCA issue. Maree expressed concern about the urgency to
press for concrete information about the government’s plans.

There was a more detaled review discussion about status of the MOCCA land issue. Perry asked whether we got any response
from the local members? Answer: Yes the shadow minister is aware of the issue and supportive.

The following noteworthy points were discussed:
• The school has not had a response from the government about the MOCCA issue either.
• Paul emphasized that the P&C Association is not ‘resigned to the fact that this is going to happen’, but has been working to
a deliberate strategy emphasizing the need for concrete information and communicating assertively but not emotionally –
we wanted to remain focused on facts and getting information in writing to give us options. Paul repeated that he wishes
people to write their own letters.
• It was suggested again that if we provide a pro forma letter we can collectively focus on the issue of getting information on
finding out what the plan is for the site. However the counterpoint was made that a pro forma letter looks like a campaign
and is treated by the bureaucracy as ‘one letter’.
• There was broad discussion about strategies for ‘opposing the govt’ or holding the govt accountable on this issue, what
followup actions are appropriate, what the position of the P&C Association is going to be, and how long is a reasonable
amount of time to wait for a written response to the President’s letter. It is noted that it is 1 month since our letter was sent
to the dept. There was a strong opinion that further & immediate action is required to counter apparent ‘stonewalling’ by the
Treasury and Economic Development Directorate.
• The group came to a consensus that it is in our interests to urgently establish a dedicated subcommittee to coordinate
action on this issue.
It was noted by Kristin that in the long run people need to campaign change the legislative framework around school
property rights.
•
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P&C
Exec

Further action items arising from AOB:
ACTION ITEM: Paul H will call for interest in forming a subcommittee to help devise strategy to hold the govt
accountable.
ACTION ITEM: Paul H will email the govt department to tell them we are expecting an imminent reply.
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ATTACHMENTS:
Attachment #1: Emmanueal Texier - English French program enrolments update and voluntary contributions
As an introduction, I would like to share the enrollment count in English French program
-2014 numbers were 629 students
-2015 numbers are 684 students
This means an increase by +55 students which represents +8.5%

This takes into account the opening for the second time of a Kindergarden classe but it is still very positive (without the new class, the increase would
still be +5.4%)

This increase is spread acress the whole English French stream at every level from Kindergarden to Year 12 where 21 students are going to sit for the
baccalauréat this year.

This shows a renewed trust from the families and I want to sincerely thank everyone in supporting this exceptional program.

I would like also to give some update on the financial contribution for the French program that is currently asked to parents of students in Primary or
EFS.

I will give you first some historical background of French education abroad. France has always had a strong history of maintaining a network of
schools delivering the French curriculum abroad. These schools were directly managed by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

As this network was growing, 25 years ago, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs created a public agency called AEFE (Agency for French Education
Abroad) that would be directly responsible for accreditation and management of these schools.

Nearly all 500 schools running a French accredited program have now signed an agreement with the AEFE. There is no unique agreement. It is a
negociation between the school and the agency. At the moment we don't have such an agreement.
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We may be the last one and it is very important to keep our accreditation that we sign one. At the moment, we are operating outside the boundaries of
AEFE and at the same time receiving financial and administrative support from them. This is only because we are relying on a binational agreement
which was signed before the creation of AEFE. However this cannot continue much longer.
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Parents familiar with the French Australian Preschool are probably aware of this as an agreement was signed a couple of years ago. In Telopea Park
School, it would be a different agreement because this is a public school which gets support from both Australian and French governments.

This is why we had proposed to put in place a mechanism where we were showing a compliance with AEFE rules which means that programs are cofunded : In our case Australian government, French government, ACT government and Parental contribution.

For us the Parental contribution needed is to be kept to a minimum because of the external funding from both governments.

Therefore, a financial contribution was approved and ratified by the board early last year. We learned later that It could not go ahead as such, was
significantly reduced by 1/3 and is now voluntary based.

This places the school temporarily in an uncertain situation because we need to show AEFE that not only we are sustainable but also that the school is
in a position to provide the best education to the students placed under our responsibility.

We need to be able to progress, in numbers, in terms of pedagogy, teaching and learning. French, Australian and ACT government will of course
provide what is required but we also have to be creative. Our program is highly valuable and there are numerous ways in which we can progress it.

At this crucial moment within the life of our 32 years old school, teachers, students and parents need to be united around a global project that is to
build the Telopea Park School/ lycée franco australien of tomorrow. This unity will also reinforce the student's will to learn by being convinced that
they are not taught in an ordinary school.

Teachers, parents, students need to unite to promote and support the exceptional tool that we have that takes advantage of both Australian and French
system.

Along with our Principal, we'll soon get back to you with different proposals that would be able to help support progressing
our extraordinary program to the benefit of all Telopea Park School students.

I would like to conclude by sincerely thanking the P&C for organizing and promoting the French breakfast next Friday to open the Francophonie
Exhibition. It is exactly in the spirit of what we would like to promote and of course you are all invited to participate as this is not a Primary event or
a French event but certainly a whole school event.
Emmanuel Texier
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-- This email remains the property of ACT Education & Training Directorate. This transmission and any accompanying attachments may contain
confidential or legally privileged information. If you are not the intended addressee, you are notified that any use or dissemination of this email is
strictly forbidden. If you have received this communication in error please notify the sender immediately and delete all copies of this message.
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Opinions, conclusions, views and other information in this message that do not relate to the official business of ACT Education & Training
Directorate are the views of the individual sender and shall be understood as neither given nor endorsed by ACT Education & Training
Directorate.

Attachment #2: Tom Kobal - Acting Principal P&C Report March 2015
Acting Principal’s report for the P&C
22nd March 2015
Kerrie Blain passes on her apologies – she is on leave in London – and will return March 31st.

Term 1 is rapidly drawing to an end with 3 weeks to go, including the Easter break, which will affect Weeks 9 and 10. A reminder that the first
Monday of Term 2 is an ACT Public Service Holiday (for ANZAC Day) and all public schools, including TPS will commence Term 2 on Tuesday
28th April. The school will be closed on Monday 27th April. The secondary Parent Teacher evenings are on in Week 10, Tuesday 7th April 4-6:30pm
and Wednesday 8th April 6-8pm. Students will receive their progress reports the previous week, Tuesday 31st March. If you require copies of these
reports please feel free to contact the front office after this date. Parents are reminded to book online for the Parent teacher evening using the PTO
system. This will be available from Wednesday 1st April, 4pm. Further information is available in Telopea Topics, in your child’s reports and on the
school website. Primary progress reports are distributed on the last day of Term 1.

The Annual NAPLAN assessments will be conducted in Week 3 of Term 2, from the 12th to the 15th May. This year TPS has also been selected to
participate in the NAPLAN “equating” study for Years 7 and 9 Numeracy. 2 groups of 25 students will be selected to complete this study
(assessment). This is conducted in Weeks 1 and 2. The NAPLAN 2015 Equating Study is completed for the Australian Curriculum, Assessment and
Reporting Authority (ACARA). ACARA has commissioned the Australian Council for Educational Research (ACER) to conduct the Equating Study.

There have been a number of camps running throughout Term 1. The Year 7 Camp to Jindabyne was completed in Week 4. By all reports, students
(and teachers) had a great time. The Year 7 camp is very important as students come to Year 7 from many different schools and backgrounds and the
camp facilitates new friendships and forges a cohort connection. Since their return our Year 7 students have been more engaged and connected with
peers and teachers. The Year 3 Camp to Birrigai was completed last week, the first ‘overnight’ stay for our students! The Year 6 Camp to Longbeach,
occurs next week from Monday 30th March to Wednesday 1st April. Best wishes and thank you to the teachers who have organised the camp and
committed themselves for this time. The Year 10 Outdoor Education Camp was also held last week. Students were at the coast and gained experience
and qualifications in water activities such as diving, snorkeling and first aid. Next term will see the Year 4 Camp from Tuesday 28th April to
Thursday 30th April.
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The French exchange (for a group of Year 9/10 students) will leave for Grenoble on Friday 3rd April (Good Friday). The students will spend 5 weeks
in France, including a French school and be billeted with families including travelling with them. Their final week will be in Paris. They return in
Week 3 of Term 2. The French students from Grenoble will come to Telopea and Canberra for the return leg of the exchange from Week 8, Term 2.
This is an annual exchange organized by Patricia Blumstein and preparations are already in place for the 2016 exchange. Another international
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excursion is the World Challenge. This will occur in September. The World Challenge Expedition is a combination of trekking in a challenging
environment and supporting countries and communities across the world while doing it. The information night for the 2016 World Challenge was
held last week. Students will be travelling to Mongolia!

This week sees our third Australian Citizenship ceremony at the school, Friday 27th March at 10am. Over 140 people from the community will
affirm their commitment to Australia, including 2 of our very own teachers. We are very pleased to be involved in the process and our students will
both participate and perform (the Primary choir and the Secondary Bands) and witness the event. As our community represents over 70 nationalities
this is a great partnership and a good fit for the school.
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The 2016 Enrolment cycle will begin soon. Online enrolments through the ETD’s website are available from Tuesday 28th April to Friday 5th June.
The Kindergarten 2016 Information Evening will be on Tuesday 5:15pm, 31st March. The Year 7 2016 Information and Expo Evening will be
Tuesday 5th May from 6:30pm. Please advise interested families of these dates. Information will also be posted on the TPS Website, ETD Website
and Telopea Topics.
Tom Kobal
A/Principal
Telopea Park School

Attachment #3: Justin Brown - Treasurer’s Report, March 2015
Summary:
• As at 20 March 2015, the P&C has approximately $138K in the bank. Of this…
o $121K has been allocated for school projects in 2015
o $10K allocated for operating expenses
• Crowe Horwath have commenced preparation for the 2014 Audit
o Engagement Letter signed and returned to CH
o BASC working on CH questionnaire to prepare for the Audit
• Key deposits are:
o $3,558 received from Pickles as 5% commission on 1st half 2014 uniform sales
o $580 in second-hand uniform sales
o $500 stallholder fee from 2014 fete
Full details as tabled with the Meeting Agenda.
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Attachment #4: Hugh Griffin – Parking & traffic letter
Dear TPS P&C,

I am concerned by parking and traffic safety adjacent to the TPS kindergarten, and more broadly for the entire school population.

There are not enough parking spots near the kindergarten entrance. There are only four parking spots on New South Wales Crescent close to the
kindergarten gate, for a kindergarten population of around 80.

Some parents also drive dangerously. I witnessed parents leave these spots by doing rapid three-point turns in large SUVs, and driving the wrong way
down the one-way section of NSW Crescent (see attachment). TPS staff initially refused to pass on my concerns or even their own eyewitness
accounts of this behaviour to the school administration.

There is also the impact the gate roster has on parking and traffic safety. The kindergarten gate is supposed to open at 8:30am, but on several
occasions in the last two weeks the gate has not been opened until 8:45am or 8:50am. This worsens parking and traffic safety, as the four available
parking spots remain full until those parents can leave, and other arriving parents then park illegally further down NSW Crescent, across the Tintersection.

I have raised both these issues directly with the school, and am happy to say the Deputy Principal took action (see attachment). Hopefully this is now
resolved, but I thought it best to provide the P&C with details in case the problem occurs again.

However, the Deputy Principal noted in her email that a new pick-up system is being considered, where kindergarten children are held and released
directly into parents’ cars. While I’m glad the school is thinking about improvements, I’m not sure this is the best option. I am not a traffic expert, but
my view is that the main problem is that there are only four parking spots adjacent to the kindergarten. I think there needs to be more. I also think it is
time: the Deputy Principal personally told me the parking and traffic situation “had not improved in [the] twenty years” that Ms Egerton had been
involved with TPS.
I ask the P&C to discuss:

1. Whether the P&C will work with the school administration and the School Board on how to address issues of parking and traffic safety around
the school and how various TPS bodies can pursue improvements, especially against the background of MOCCA and the additional parking and
traffic pressures that this will have on TPS.
2. Whether the P&C will consider partly funding a professional traffic study.
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In 5 to 10 suburbs each year, the ACT Government spends $500K to $1m per suburb on road safety measures. An independent study would also cost
any improvements. A study detailing necessary road safety improvements would provide the P&C, the School Board, and TPS a solid basis on which
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to lobby the ACT Government for much needed road safety improvements. The study would be especially salient if proposed improvements fell
under the lower $500K envelope.
I will attend the P&C meeting and can speak to this item if the P&C wishes.
Hugh Griffin
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Principal’s Report for the P&C Meeting
6 May 2015
Welcome to Term 2! Thank you to parents for supporting and your children to accept the rich
education they are being offered, to be dressed in uniform and to share the values of the school:
Respect; Cooperation; Fairness; and Honesty. A new term is always an exciting time when students
realise that they can learn more to achieve their potential. Teachers too are exploring new
pedagogical strategies in their classrooms to capture the enthusiasm of every child.
ANZAC acknowledgement
We acknowledged the commemoration of 100 years since Australians landed at Gallipoli by a
secondary assembly on Friday, week 1. A message from the Prime Minister was read to the students
and was attached to the week 1 Telopea Topics. I represented the school at the Embassy of France
on ANZAC Day. It is notable that the first two Principals of the school fought in the First World War.
The War Memorial at the front of the school was upgraded during the holidays with the support of a
grant from the ACT Government. This memorial is symbolic of the lives that were lost in all wars to
protect Australia. We do acknowledge however, that many ex-students of Telopea Park School were
lost in battle during the Second World War.
National Assessment Program Literacy and Numeracy - NAPLAN
Week 3 this term is NAPLAN week. Our students are prepared and we ask that parents be aware of
the testing that will take place for Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 in literacy and numeracy. There will be several
tests for each year group – Reading, Writing, Language Conventions (Grammar, Punctuation and
Spelling) and Numeracy. These tests should not be daunting for any student as the school aims to
make students comfortable to deliver their best work. Parents should encourage students to do
their best.
Request for Contributions from French Stream Families
As described to the P&C in March, the funding model from the French Government is in the process
of changing as the school is negotiating to have full recognition as an AEFE school. It is imperative
that we request financial contributions towards the delivery of the French program from all parents
whose children are learning in French (all primary students and the English/French Stream in
secondary) in order to maintain the rigour of the program. All contributions to a government school
are voluntary (Education Act 2004). These contributions will be used for: employment of some of the
French staff; compulsory professional learning workshops and conferences (often off-shore) for
teachers and the Proviseur; accreditation of the program at Telopea PS; and inspection of the French
teachers (again an essential part of the delivery of the French National Curriculum).
International Baccalaureate (IB) Evaluation Visit
In early March the school welcomed two reviewers, Barbara Wrightson (from South Korea) and
Roger Marshman (from Adelaide) into the school to assess the implementation of the IB Middle
Years Programme. Thank you to the Board members who were interviewed by the reviewers. We
value the time that you gave to do this. The school awaits the final report from Singapore.
“Bring your own device” (BYOD) Committee
The school hopes that our BYOD Protocols, in line with the Directorate’s (ETD) Policy will be
operational by the start of Semester 2 this year. To this end, a committee was formed in Term 1 and
has met several times to discuss the best way forward. Several parents have been involved on this
committee and we thank them for their time and expertise. There are two desired outcomes for the
committee:

1. To write the Protocols for the school to guide the understanding, use and safety of every
student, in line with ETD Policies.
2. To decide on the type of device (and platform) that will be recommended to the school for
use by students.

French Exchange
As is usual at this time of your, our secondary students are enjoying their time in Grenoble – with
their billets in and outside of the school. We thank again Patricia Blumstein (Head of Languages) and
Baba Alhadji (Australian Stream teacher of French) for their willingness to accompany, support and
guide the students during this exchange.
Year Camps
So far this year the following camps have been held: Year 3 (to Birrigai in Term 1); Year 4 (to Camp
Cooba, near Cooma – this term); Year 6 (to Longbeach, near Bateman’s Bay in Term 1; and Year 7
(to Jindabyne Sport and Recreation Centre in Term 1). These have been organised and supervised by
many willing teachers and the experiences gained by the students attending have added significantly
to their social, emotional and educational experiences and well-being.

Thank you again for your considerable efforts in supporting the school.
Warm regards
Kerrie Blain
Principal
4 May 2015

Treasurer’s Report
6 May 2015

As at 30 April 2015, the P&C has approximately $139K in the bank. Of this…
o $121K has been allocated for school projects in 2015
o $10K allocated for operating expenses
Crowe Horwath have commenced the 2014 Audit
o P&C – all documents provided to CH
o BASC – face-to-face meetings with CH have taken place
Uniform Shop – draft contract received from Pickles Schoolwear for P&C to (continue to) provide onsite uniform
shop
o under review with Telopea Business Manager and P&C Executive
Insurance Renewal questionnaire received and underway to return – renewal is from 1 July
Key transactions since last P&C meeting are:
o $2,275 cash takings from French Breakfast, offset by $1,075 in expenses

2015 Accounts as at 30 April 2015:

2015 Income & Expenditure

TELOPEA PARK SCHOOL PARENTS & CITIZENS ASSOCIATION
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AS AT 30 Apr 2015
$
NAB - General Account
NAB - Cash Maximiser

$
17,923.00
115,633.32

Balance Bank Accounts as at 1 January 2015

133,556.32

Add: Income year to date

8,450.61
0.00
500.00
788.30
0.00
4,137.66

Fete proceeds
Raffle proceeds
Interest
GST Holding Account
Uniform shop
Debtors receipts
Other

3,024.65

Less: Expenditure

2,798.04
0.00
77.43
244.14
895.00
240.00
19.35
1,322.12

TPS Grants (see attached schedule)
Bank Fees
Catering
Fete Expenses
Raffle Expenses
GST Holding account
Other

Add: Unpresented cheques

0.00

Operating balance as at 30 Apr 2015

139,208.89

NAB - General Account
NAB - Cash Maximiser

2,787.27
136,421.62

Cash in bank as at 30 Apr 2015

139,208.89

TELOPEA PARK SCHOOL P&C
INCOME RECEIVED
DATE

FETE
PROCEEDS
$

RAFFLE
PROCEEDS
$

22-Jan-2015
30-Jan-2015
9-Feb-2015
16-Feb-2015
20-Feb-2015
25-Feb-2015
27-Feb-2015
13-Mar-2015
31-Mar-2015
31-Mar-2015
30-Apr-2015

INTEREST
$

GST
HOLDING
$

UNIFORM
SHOP
$

OTHER

TOTAL

$
750.00

$
750.00
206.23
75.00
480.00
25.00
3,557.66
178.67
500.00
2,274.65
196.28
207.12

206.23
75.00
480.00
25.00
3,557.66
178.67
500.00
2,274.65
196.28
207.12
0.00

500.00

788.30

0.00

4,137.66

3,024.65

Athlete's Foot donation
Interest on Cash Maximizer account
2nd hand uniform sales (credit cards)
2nd hand uniform sales (cash)
2nd hand uniform sales (credit cards)
Pickles Uniform Shop 5% commission H1 2014
Interest on Cash Maximizer account
2before10 Stallholder Fee Payment 2014-012
French Breakfast
Interest on Cash Maximizer account
Interest on Cash Maximizer account

8,450.61

EXPENDITURE
DATE

2-Jan-2015
30-Jan-2015
25-Feb-2015
25-Feb-2015
25-Feb-2015
25-Feb-2015
27-Feb-2015
2-Mar-2015
20-Mar-2015
20-Mar-2015
30-Mar-2015
30-Mar-2015
30-Mar-2015
31-Mar-2015
8-Apr-2015
30-Apr-2015

CHQ #

automatic
automatic
online
online
online
online
online
automatic
online
online
online
online
online
automatic
online
automatic

PAYEE

TPS
GRANTS
$

NAB
NAB
Emma Burns
Jacinda Still
Saint John's Ambulance
Claire Bannerman
Ian Greig Piano Specialist
NAB
Claudine Prieto
Catriona Dove
Crust
Deeks
Catriona Dove
NAB
Zierholz
NAB

BANK
FEES
$
16.61
14.90

Catering
$

FETE
EXPENSES
$

Raffle
Expenses
$

100.14
144.00

GST
HOLDING
$

MISC.
$

8.46
10.89
250.00
240.00
170.00

16.12
150.00
76.00
800.00
90.00
186.12
14.90
495.00
14.90
0.00

77.43

244.14

895.00

240.00

19.35

1,322.12

TOTAL
$
16.61
14.90
108.60
154.89
250.00
240.00
170.00
16.12
150.00
76.00
800.00
90.00
186.12
14.90
495.00
14.90
2,798.04

Credit Card Merchant Monthly Fee
Credit Card Merchant Monthly Fee
Nov 2014 Grants Meeting Catering
Feb 2015 AGM Catering
SJA First Aid Inv #01411082
Rewards to Student Ticket Sellers
Piano Tuning for ASC Music Lessons Inv #2241
Credit Card Merchant Monthly Fee
Rillettes Stallholder Refund
ORS Filing Fees for 2014
French Breakfast
French Breakfast
French Breakfast
Credit Card Merchant Monthly Fee
Zierholz Inv#730429
Credit Card Merchant Monthly Fee

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Pauline Koitka
Andrew Medlin
Noel home
Agenda Item: traffic sub-committee
Thursday, 30 April 2015 11:00:13 PM

Agenda item: Re-activation Traffic Sub Committee
Pauline Koitka and Noel Derwort and are looking to re-activate the traffic sub-committee of the
P&C.
The first action item of the sub-committee would be to confirm agreement of the requirement
for the reactivation through engagement with the P&C committee and broader Telopea
community.
Based on the assumption of the need and whilst still in the formative stage we are keen to follow
through on the work previously completed by the sub-committee. As new parents to the school
we will rely on the assistance and feedback from those with more experience with the traffic
challenges as well as seeking support from other interested parents. One starting point will be
to confirm the effects of the 2012 parking changes and then to identify if there are other
strategies that may improve safety for children and ease the load on carers during the hectic
drop off and pick up times.
Some suggested strategies we are keen to follow include seeking an appropriate guest speaker
for a P&C meeting, engage with subject matter experts, regular requests for traffic police,
targeted activities during sporting events at the Manuka Oval (when parking seems to be nonexistent).
With so many important activities occurring in the P&C space at the moment, particularly the
ACT land swap we will be looking to arrange a first meeting in the near future.
Any other interested parties can contact us via pauline.koitk@gmail.com.

